UNIT 6 What’s in fashion?
1

Clothes items – Write the words under the pictures. There’s an extra word.
jacket, tights, trainers, boots, T-shirt, cap, coat, shoes, suit,
scarf, socks, dress, shirt, hat, tie, clothes, blouse
3 a) ........................

1 a) ........................ 1 b) ........................

4 a) ........................

4 b) ........................

2 a) ........................
2 b) ........................

3 b) ........................

5 a) ........................ 5 b) ........................
6 ........................

7 a) ........................

2

7 b) ........................

8 a) ........................

8 b) ........................ 8 c) ........................

A Say ‘o’ – AS 6.1 Listen and repeat the sounds in the table headings.
[ɒ]
as in ’not’

[əʊ]
as in ’no’

[ɔ:]
as in ’boring’

[aʊ]
as in ’now’

[ʊ]
as in ’book’

[u:]
as in ’blue’

B How do you pronounce the underlined letters in these words? Write them in the table in A.
coat, blouse, top, hoody, pullover, shorts, trousers, boots, shoes, socks, clothes

C AS 6.2 Listen and check. Then listen again and repeat.
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Section 1
3

Match these adjectives with their opposites. There is an extra one.
small,

4

baggy,

light-coloured,

light,

long,

low

1 high  ........................

2 short  ........................

3 warm  ........................

4 big 

5 tight  ........................

6 dark 

........................

........................

A A fancy-dress party – AS 6.3 Listen to the conversation. What is Christie doing?
B Listen again. Underline the right words in the sentences.
1 Jessica is wearing an elegant / a funny, red / black hat, a long / short red coat and black
shoes / boots.
2 Hugh is wearing an elegant / an old black suit, a pink / big / black hat and black / black and
white shoes.

5

Ken and Louisa work in a bank, but right now they’re on holiday. Look at the pictures and
write about them. Think about:
• what they normally wear.
• what they are wearing now.
..........................................................
..........................................................

USUALLY

NOW

..........................................................
..........................................................
..........................................................
..........................................................
..........................................................
..........................................................
..........................................................

......................................................
......................................................

USUALLY

......................................................
......................................................

NOW

......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
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Unit 6
1

A Fill in the gaps. There’s an extra word.
a pair of,

wear,

dark,

baggy,

trendy,

tight

I usually (1) ............................. blue jeans and T-shirts. If I want to be sporty, I just put on
(2) ............................. trainers. When I want to look cool, I put on some (3) .............................
pieces like a colourful scarf or a belt. I love colours! I have a good figure, so I normally wear
(4) ............................. clothes. People can’t see my figure in (5) ............................. clothes.

B What clothes do you usually wear? Write minimum four sentences.
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................
...............................................................................................................................................................................

C Let’s compare things! – Look at the comparative adjectives in these sentences. When do
we use …-er and when more …? What is the 4th group?
1 Size S is small. Size XS is smaller.
2 a) Leggings are sexy. Mini skirts are sexier.
b) Lee jeans are famous. Levis jeans are
more famous.

HELP
How long are the adjectives?
How do they end in sentences 2a) and b)?

3 Low heels are comfortable.
Trainers are more comfortable.
4 Too big shoes are bad for your feet, but too small shoes are worse.
Jackets are good if it is cold, but coats are better

D Write the comparatives of the adjectives in the table.
trendy, sporty, young, thin, modern, expensive, smart, thick, tight, slim, cheap, low, fat,
plain, dark, elegant, baggy, colourful, high, old, short, warm, fashionable
…-er

more …
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Section 2
E Write sentences about these pictures. Use the adjectives in the box and than.
young
elegant
fat
high
tight

sporty
short
thin
comfortable
long

trendy
dark
tall
baggy
light

Katie is younger than Tony.
............................................................................
............................................................................
............................................................................
............................................................................
............................................................................
............................................................................

Katie, 14

Tony, 16

..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................

2

A AS 6.4 Listen to four teenagers talking about clothes they don’t like wearing, and
clothes they don’t like on members of the opposite sex. Make notes in the table.
(S)he doesn’t like ...
Name

On him / her

Why?

Opposite sex

Why?

Jennifer
Gabe
Sam
Les

B Choose a girl and a boy in A. Write about them.
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................

C What clothes do you hate on yourself, and on the members of the opposite sex?
Write a minimum of four sentences.
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 6
1

A Put the plural forms of the nouns into the right columns of the table. Then read Grammar
Links and check your answers.
man, scarf, hoody, potato, jeans, boot, pyjamas, knife, cherry, shorts, woman,
wife, glove, (sun)glasses, story, tights, party, trousers, trainers, shoe,
strawberry, tomato, shelf, child
Irregular

men

Regular
With spelling changes
-f/-fe ➞ -ves
-y ➞ -ies
-o ➞ -oes

scarves

hoodies

Only plural

jeans

Usually plural

boots

potatoes

B Underline the right words.
1 I like those / that trousers. Can I try it / them on?
2 How many scarf / scarves have you got?
3 There’s a pair of shoe / shoes in the garden. I think it was the dog!
4 I love my new boot / boots. They are / it is very comfortable and warm.
5 Where is my glass / are my glasses? I’d like to have another drink.
6 Where is my glass / are my glasses? I can’t see anything without it / them.
7 Excuse me! Where’s the man’s / men’s clothes department?
8 My pyjamas are / is really comfortable.
9 She has nice legs, so she often wears short / shorts and short / shorts skirts.
10 My trainer / trainers says that my trainer / trainers aren’t / isn’t good. I need to change it / them.

2

A Write sentences about the pictures. Use too or enough.
E.g: big / small

This shirt isn’t big enough
..........................................................
for him. It is too small.
..........................................................
a) long / short

b) hot / cold

...........................................................

.....................................................

...........................................................

......................................................

c) warm / light
.....................................................

d) cold / warm

.....................................................

.........................................................
.........................................................

e) expensive / cheap
...........................................................
...........................................................
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Section 3
B What is the rule about enough? Look at the examples then check in Grammar Links.
a) You are thirsty. There’s only half a glass of water.
b) You are thirsty. The water is 40oC.

There isn’t enough water.
The water isn’t cold enough.

C Use the words to write sentences.
1 Do ....................................................................................................? you / water / drink / enough
2 Are ...................................................................................................? boots / the / enough / big
3 My ..................................................................................................... comfortable / enough / bed / isn’t
4 We ..................................................................................................... shelves / for / have / our / don’t /
enough / books
5 Your ................................................................................................... in / enough / clothes / aren’t / this /
warm / weather.
6 Holidays ............................................................................................ days / have / never / enough.
7 Holidays ............................................................................................ enough / long / are /never.
8 I .......................................................................................................... never / money / enough / have.

3

Complete the conversation.
How much are they? What size are they… Yes, please. Can I try a red pair on, please?
What colours have you got?
They’re not big enough.
Can I have these…?
Customer: Excuse me! I wear continental size 38 shoes. (1) .................................................... in the UK?
Assistant: Size 5.
Customer: (2) ............................................................................................................................ in size 5 then?
Assistant: Yes, here you are. Are they any good?
Customer: Not really. (3) ....................................................................................................................................
Assistant: Would you like to try a 5 and a half pair on?
Customer: (4) .......................................................................................................................................................
Assistant: Sorry, we don’t have any black ones left in size 5 and a half.
Customer: (5) .....................................................................................................................................................?
Assistant: Red and brown.
Customer: (6) .....................................................................................................................................................?
Assistant: Here you are. Are they comfortable?
Customer: Yes, they are. (7) ............................................................................................................................?
Assistant: £ 45.99
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Unit 6
1

Underline the correct verb.
1 School starts at eight, so every morning I dress up / get dressed around seven.
2 What do you normally dress / wear at home?
3 It is very warm here. I’ll take off / put on my jacket.
4 I’ll put on / dress up something trendier for the concert.
5 Shall I dress up / put on for the opera?
6 He is dressing up / getting dressed as Superman for the fancy dress party.
7 I’d like to change / wear for the disco. These clothes are not sexy enough.
8 I like to fit / mix old clothes with new ones.
9 Don’t dress / change! You look perfect.
10 These jeans don’t fit / match me. They’re too big.
11 I’m too thin. Black doesn’t fit / suit me. It makes me look thinner.
12 Some people say that green and blue don’t match / suit. But I think they go very well together.

2

A “What’s your favourite outfit?” –
AS 6.5 A reporter asked Zoe, Pat,
Trev and Chris this question.
Listen to their answers. Make notes.
Which answer do you find the most original?

dress up ≠ felöltözik
dress up = 1. kiöltözik 2. beöltözik vminek
get dressed = felöltözik

Zoe: ................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................
Pat: .................................................................................................................................................
Trev: ...............................................................................................................................................
Chris: ..............................................................................................................................................

B Who are these sentences about? Tick the name of the person. You can tick any number of
names.
Zoe / Pat / Trev / Chris

1 This person wants to be comfortable.
2 This person loves colours.
3 This person isn’t interested in clothes.
4 This person is very active.
5 This person isn’t talking about clothes.
6 This person doesn’t want to spend time and money on clothes.

C Listen again. Write the adjectives they use with the words below.
1 T-shirt .................................................

4 low heels .........................................................

2 skirt ....................................................

5 pyjamas ...........................................................

3 jeans ..................................................

6 book ...............................................................

D Write your answer to the question.
................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................................................................................
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Section 4
3

A Where can you buy original clothes? What is a flea market? Do you know one in Hungary?
B Read the text about Camden Town and answer these questions.
1
2
3
4

What can you do in Camden Town?
Which day of the year can’t you go shopping in Camden?
You want to buy a black T-shirt. Which shop do you go to?
Your friend is a skateboarder. He wants an original hoody.
In which shop can he buy one?
5 What shops sell very old second-hand clothes?
6 Which shop has unfriendly looking staff? Why?
7 Which shop are you interested in? Why? What would you like to buy there?

Camden Town
Camden Town is a district in London. It is famous for its
flea markets, small shops, art galleries, restaurants, bars,
pubs, theatres and cinemas. It’s great to walk around
there. The streets are crowded with people. There are
always new things to see and buy. Shops are open 7 days
a week, a) ................................................... , except for 25th
December. There’s a beautiful old canal in Camden. You
can take a boat trip along the canal.
If you are interested in fashion you must go to Camden.
In its colourful markets you can find all types of clothes.
If you like Gothic, go to After Dark. In this shop you
can only buy black clothes. The people who work here
never smile or laugh. b) ................................................... .
It is good for the spooky atmosphere.
The John Doe Clothing shop sells T-shirts, hoodies
and trainers with unique prints. A little skateboarder,
a little punk, c) ................................................... .
In Camden, there are many vintage and retro clothing shops.
You can buy d) ................................................... . Most clothes are
from the fifties through to the eighties, but it is possible
to find some even older pieces.
(Adapted from http://www.camdenlock.net/index.html)

C Where do these sentences / sentence parts fit in the text? Put them in gaps a), b), c) or d.
1
2
3
4

a very original mix of styles
52 weeks a year
It is part of their job!
some fantastic, old items there.

D Do you sometimes buy your clothes in alternative shops or in flea markets? Where?
What clothes can you buy there? What style?
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Unit 6
Things you wear or carry
bag
belt
blouse
cap
coat
handbag
hat
hoody / hoodie
jacket
pullover
rucksack
scarf, tbsz.
scarves
shirt
skirt
suit
tie
top
T-shirt
Usually plural
boots
high heels
low heels

[bæɡ]
[belt]
[blaʊz]
[kæp]
[kəʊt]
['hændbæɡ]
[hæt]
['hʊdi]
['dʒækɪt]
['pʊləʊvə(r)]
['rʌksæk]
[skɑ:f ], [skɑ:vz]

táska
öv
blúz
sildes sapka
kabát
női kézitáska
kalap
kapucnis felső
dzseki, zakó
pulóver
hátizsák
sál

Is this your bag?
This belt is too short for me.
She usually wears a blouse with a skirt.
Does he always wear a cap?
Put on a warm coat, it’s cold.
What is there in your handbag?
I never wear a hat.
He is wearing a black hoodie.
Can I try this jacket on?
This pullover is too warm in the summer.
What are you carrying in this rucksack?
She loves wearing long scarves.

[ ʃɜ:t]
[skɜ:t]
[su:t], [sju:t]
[taɪ]
[tɒp]
['ti: ʃɜ:t]

ing
szoknya
öltöny; kosztüm
nyakkendő
felső
póló

Which shirt shall I wear at the party?
She looks nice in her new mini skirt.
You look very elegant in that suit.
Ties are uncomfortable.
She often wears a red top with a black skirt.
How much is this T-shirt?

[bu:ts]
[haɪ hi:lz]
[ləʊ hi:lz]

csizma, magas szárú cipő What size are these boots?
magas sarkú (női) cipő
Do you prefer high heels or low heels?
lapos sarkú (női)cipő
Low heels are more comfortable than high
heels.
cipő
What kind of shoes do you like?
zokni
Where are my socks?
sportcipő
How often do you wear trainers?

shoes
socks
trainers
Only plural
jeans
leggings

[ ʃu:z]
[sɒks]
[treɪnə(z)]

pyjamas
shorts
sunglasses
tights
trousers

[pə'dʒɑ:məz]
[ ʃɔ:ts]
['sʌnɡlɑ:sɪz]
[taɪts]
['traʊzəz]

[dʒi:nz]
['leɡɪŋz]

farmernadrág
lábfej nélküli
harisnyanadrág
pizsama
rövidnadrág
napszemüveg
harisnyanadrág
nadrág

He has 5 pairs of jeans.
I’d like to buy a pair of black leggings,
please.
Where are my pyjamas?
I like wearing shorts in the summer.
Is she wearing sunglasses?
Have you got these tights in blue?
Are these trousers half-price?

Describing clothes and appearance
baggy
cheap
comfortable
elegant
expensive
fashionable
fat
light / darkcoloured

['bæɡi]
[tʃi:p]
['kʌmftəbl]
['elɪɡənt]
[ɪk'spensɪv]
['fæʃnəbl]
[fæt]
[laɪt / dɑ:k'kʌləd]

bő
olcsó
kényelmes
elegáns
drága
divatos
kövér
világos / sötét színű

Skateboarders usually wear baggy clothes.
Let’s find something cheaper.
Are these boots comfortable in the summer?
She looks very elegant in her suit.
Gold watches are expensive.
What is fashionable now?
I look fat in this short dress, I’m afraid.
Do you prefer light-coloured clothes or
dark-coloured clothes?
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Word Focus
long
look good
new
old
pretty
second-hand
short
slim
smart
sporty
suit (v)
tall
than
thin
tight
trendy
young

[lɒŋ]
[lʊk gʊd]
[nju:]
[əʊld]
['prɪti]
[ sekənd'hænd]
'
[ ʃɔ:t]
[slɪm]
[smɑ:t]
['spɔ:ti]
[su:t], [sju:t]
[tɔ:l]
[ðən]
[θɪn]
[taɪt]
['trendi]
[ jʌŋ]

hosszú
jól néz ki
új
öreg, régi
csinos
használt
alacsony
karcsú
elegáns
sportos
illik, jól áll
magas
mint
sovány
feszes, szűk
divatos
fiatal

This leather belt isn’t long enough for me.
Those high-heels look good on you.
Are these trousers new?
Old people often wear old clothes.
Isn’t she pretty in her new mini dress?
Do you know a good second-hand shop?
In these flat heels you look much shorter.
Would you like to look slimmer?
He hates wearing smart clothes.
Do you like girls in sporty clothes?
Blue suits you.
You look taller in high-heels.
You look better in a skirt than in shorts.
She looks too thin in black.
Aren’t these jeans too tight for you?
My father isn’t interested in trendy clothes.
You’re only young once.

[dres]
[dres əp]
[pʊt ɒn]
[teɪk ɒf ]
[traɪ ɒn]
[weə(r)]

öltöz(köd)ik
ki/beöltözik
felvesz
levesz
felpróbál
hord, rajta van

Does you boyfriend dress well?
Should I dress up for the theatre?
Put your coat on. It’s cold.
Can I take my jacket off?
Can I try these boots on, please?
What does he normally wear?
What costume is she wearing?

['fɪtɪŋ rʊm]
[ɒf ]
[peɪ]
[seɪl]
[saɪz]
['speʃl 'ɒfə(r)]

próbafülke
olcsóbb vmennyivel
fizet
kiárusítás,
méret
árengedmény

Where’s the fitting-room, please?
These T-shirts are 40 % (=per cent) off.
I’d like to pay for these sunglasses.
Are these tops on sale?
Do you have these trousers in size L?
These hoodies are on special offer.

Things you do with clothes
dress
dress up
put on
take off
try on
wear

Buying clothes
fitting room
off
pay
sale
size
special offer

ruha

kosztüm

glasses
['ɡlɑ:siz]

change
['tʃeɪndʒ]

clothes [kləʊðz]
dress [dres]

ruhanemű

What kind of clothes is he wearing?

női ruha

Is she wearing her sister’s dress?

costume ['kɒstju:m] jelmez
suit [su:t], [sju:t]

He is funny in his strongman costume.
Business women often wear a dark

poharak

Which glasses shall we drink the champagne from?

szemüveg

I can’t read without glasses.

visszajáró pénz

Here’s your change.

átöltözik

Shall we change for the party?

cserél, módosít

Change partners. Should I change the address?
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R EVISION 3
1

What is the verb? – Put in the missing verbs. There’s an extra one.
dancing, change, dress, wearing, surf, watch, listening, play, put
1 Do you ........................................................ TV every day?
2 Let’s ........................................................ cards!
3 I don’t want to go to the disco. I don’t like ........................................................ .
4 Don’t talk to him now. He’s ........................................................ to his favourite music.
5 I often find something interesting when I ........................................................ the net.
6 She hates ........................................................ a mini skirt.
7 Why don’t you ........................................................ on more comfortable shoes?
8 My clothes are dirty. I’ll ........................................................ them.

2

3

Where shall we go? – Suggest a place. Complete the sentences.
to a concert
E.g. I love live music.
Let’s go ...................................................................
9 I enjoy watching films on a big screen.

Shall .........................................................................

10 I’d like to know what is fashionable now.

Why don’t we ..........................................................

11 I really love art.

How about ...............................................................

12 Swimming relaxes me.

Would you like .........................................................

13 I’d like to see this new play.

Let’s .........................................................................

14 I’m interested in old things.

What about ..............................................................

Mixed-up sentences – Put the words in the right order to make sentences.
15 you / playing / like / games / do / computer? ................................................................................
16 are / big / shoes / for / too / these / me? ......................................................................................
17 doing / next / are / you / weekend / what? ..................................................................................
18 hate / clothes / I / uncomfortable / wearing .................................................................................
19 six / meet / we / shall / at? ...........................................................................................................
20 have / we / tickets / enough / for / don’t / money / the ................................................................
21 is / the / books / more / than / Internet / interesting .....................................................................
22 wearing / hat / red / she / is / a ....................................................................................................
23 enough / hoodie / this / big / isn’t. ..............................................................................................
24 aren’t / party / we / to / her / going .............................................................................................

4

Hurray it’s Friday! – Put the sentences in order.
Pete says

Jake says

(25) 8 o’clock is out. It’s Helen’s party from 8.
(26) I’d really like to see that new comedy
with Jim Carrey.
0 Hurray it’s Friday!
(27) Let’s meet at 10 to 6 in front of the Dome.
(28) At the Dome. We could see it at 6.

1

(29) I’m seeing my Granma in the
afternoon. How about 8 o’clock?
(30) Oh, yeah, you’re right. I’ll see
my Granma on Saturday then.
Where shall we meet?
(31) Where’s it on?
00 Yeah, great! What shall we do?
(32) OK, see you then.

2
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Units 5–6
5

Clothes: singular or plural? – Complete the sentences. Choose words from the box.
it, this, that, they, these, those, them
33 A: Are these your trainers?

B: Yes, ............................ are.

34 A: What size are these jeans?

B: ............................ are 28L.

35 A: These sunglasses are very expensive.

B: Yes, but ............................ there are more expensive.

36 Where’s my other shoe? I can’t find ............................ anywhere.
37 I like ............................ jeans. Can I try 38 ............................ on?
39 A: Is ............................ your glass there? 40 B: No, ............................’s my glass there.

6

Similar or opposite? – Put ~ for similar and
41
42
43
44

7

second-hand
slim
expensive
pretty

............
............
............
............

old
fat
cheap
nice

45
46
47
48

for opposite meanings between the adjectives.
tight
trendy
elegant
elegant

............
............
............
............

baggy
fashionable
smart
sporty

Shopping for clothes – Put the customer’s replies back into the dialogue.
a) No, they’re too baggy.
b) 32R
c) Yes, I do. Can I try them on?
d) Thank you.
e) Yes, I’d like a pair of jeans, please.
f) Yes, they are, but I don’t like light blue jeans.
g) Blue or black.
h) Thank you. Where’s the fitting room?
Assistant: Can I help you?
Customer: (49) .........................................................................................................................
Assistant: What size are you?
Customer: (50) .........................................................................................................................
Assistant: What colour would you like?
Customer: (51) ..........................................................................................................................
Assistant: Do you like these?
Customer: (52) .........................................................................................................................
Assistant: How about these? They are tighter.
Customer: (53) .........................................................................................................................
Assistant: These are darker blue. Do you like them?
Customer: (54) .........................................................................................................................
Assistant: Yes, sure. Here you go.
Customer: (55) .........................................................................................................................
Assistant: Follow me. I’ll show you there.
Customer: (56) .........................................................................................................................

8

Planned or unplanned? – Tick () the right verb forms.
57 A: What are you doing / will you do this weekend?
58 B: Not much. On Friday night I’ll go / I’m going to the theatre.
59 A: What will you see / are you seeing?
B: Romeo and Juliet. Would you like to come?
60 A: I can’t. I’m working / I’ll work on Friday evening.
B: What about a concert on Saturday then?
61 A: I’ll clean / I’m cleaning the flat on Saturday, sorry.
62 B: I’ll help /I’m helping you with the cleaning. Then we can go to the concert together.
A: That’s very nice of you, thanks. But I don’t have a ticket.
73
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Revision 3
63
64
65
66

9

B: No problem. I’m getting / I’ll get the tickets.
A: Great! I’ll cook / I’m cooking lunch on Sunday for you, then.
B: I’m sorry I can’t come. I’ll have / I’m having lunch with my grandparents.
She’ll make / She’s making my favourite – pancakes!

Buying a ticket – You are going to see Gladiators 3 with a friend. Write what you say to the
ticket seller.
You: (67) ..........................................................................................................................................
Ticket seller: It’s on at the Odeon.
You: (68) ..........................................................................................................................................
Ticket seller: At 6.15 and 8.30.
You: (69) ..........................................................................................................................................
Ticket seller: £ 5.60
You: (70) ..........................................................................................................................................
Ticket seller: That’s £11.20, please.
You: (71) ..........................................................................................................................................
Ticket seller: Thanks. Here are the tickets and your change.
You: (72) ..........................................................................................................................................
Ticket seller: Bye!

10

Comparatives – Complete the sentences. Use the comparative (középfok) of the adjectives.
73 Eva is 1.5 metres and Kate is 1.45 metres. Kate is ......................................................... Eva.
74 In Hungary 4 and 5 are good marks. 5 ......................................................... 4.
75 Mercedes and Porsche cars are expensive. Porsche cars ............................................... Mercedes cars.
76 Linda and Charlotte are beautiful, but Linda ......................................................... Charlotte.
77 Jim and I are bad at swimming, but I’m ......................................................... Jim.
78 Adam is 100 kg and Les is 120kg. Les is ......................................................... Adam.

11

My twin brother and I – Put the verbs in the right form.
My twin brother and I aren’t very similar. For one thing, we (79) ........................... (have) very different
tastes in clothes. I (80) ........................... (love) sporty clothes, and he (81) ........................... (prefer)
smart clothes. Just look at us! I (82) ........................... (wear) baggy jeans, trainers and a T-shirt right
now. He (83) ........................... (wear) tight trousers, a shirt and dark shoes. And this is typical.
We (84) ........................... (wear) similar things every day.
We also (85) ........................... (like) different kinds of entertainment. I (86) ........................... (enjoy)
going to the gym and to hip-hop concerts. He (87) ........................... (not like) these at all. What
(88) ........................... (he / like) then? He (89) ........................... (loves) museums and galleries.
I (90) ........................... (not hate) them, but I (91) ........................... (not find) them relaxing at all.
There are two things we both like. We love (92) ........................... (dance and see) our friends.
We (93) ........................... (go) to a party or the disco every weekend. This Friday we (94) .........................
(go) to Kim’s birthday party.
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Burning Man festival – Read the text. Tick () true or false.
It is in the desert* in Black Rock City, Nevada,
in the last week of August. It lasts 8 days. Some
48,000 people come to this festival of art. The
main event is the burning of a 22-metre wooden
man. Bring everything but don’t bring money!
You exchange things with others. You can only
buy water and ice, nothing else. Bring something
for the others. Everything is free; everyone is
welcome; just do something for other people.

T

F

95 This festival is longer than a week.
96 It is at the beginning of August.
97 The wooden man is taller than you.
98 Bring a lot of water with you.
99 It’s an expensive place.
100 Sharing is important here.

* = sivatag

Self-check – Tick all your correct answers. Where do you have the most ticks? 
Where do you have the fewest? Revise the sections with few ticks!
Which question?
17, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32
6, 19, 24, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90,
91, 92, 93, 94
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55, 56,
95, 96, 97, 98, 99, 100
1, 3, 4, 5, 15, 22, 82, 83, 84
2, 18, 21, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81
16, 20, 23, 49, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72
7, 8
Total number of ticks

All  s

Where?
U5 S1
U5 S2
U5 S3
U5 S4
U6 S1
U6 S2
U6 S3
U6 S4

Interpretation of your result - Find your interpretation and tick it.
Below 50
Between 50 and 60
Between 60 and 70
Between 70 and 80
Between 80 and 90
Between 90 and 100

Not enough. Work much harder.
Do a bit more.
Good! 
Well done!  
Great!   
Awesome!    

Skills check – Tick the tasks you can do. Check yourself in the book.
Can you ....
Communication
talk about free time activities?
make a programme?
write and reply to an invitation?
buy a ticket?
get information from a written text about festivals?
write a simple post card?
describe people’s clothes?
compare things and people?
ask for, interpret and give advice on clothes?
buy clothes?
read a simple fashion-related article?

Where?
U5 S1
U5 S2 & 3
U5 S2
U5 S3
U5 S4
U5 S4
U6 S1
U6 S2
U6 S2
U6 S3
U6 S4
75
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